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climate change, summarized

• it’s real

• it’s bad

• it’s us

• scientist agree

• there’s hope

we can make a difference, but 
we have to act now



source: Fourth National Climate Assessment, 2017



“The largest uncertainty in 
projecting future climate change is 
the level of emissions.”  

– National Climate Assessment, January 2013

(draft for public comment) emphasis added





“We show it can be done within 
laws of physics and chemistry. 
Then the final tick box is 
political will.”

– Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

2018 Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C
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climate action



climate footprint

Use an online footprint calculator:

http://animaliaproject.org/footprint/

Some are more (or less) detailed.



Global Footprint Network



collage



A guide to climate action

• Make a plan, keeping these things in 
mind:

> work with what you have
> do what inspires you
> go for a big impact

• Then take the next step, and help your 
community take climate action.

• And vote.



scaling up
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paris agreement

• achieve greenhouse gas peaking asap

• commitment to keep global average temperature 
rise below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial 
levels by 2100

• pursue efforts to limit increase to 1.5 C by 2100

• transparency and accountability with regular 
reports 

• reduce emissions based on voluntary nationally 
determined contributions (NDCs) 

• adaptation, resilience and finance



source: Climate Action Tracker
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source:  Drawdown.  2017.  Paul Hawken, ed.
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summary of drawdown solutions, 
ranked

source:  Drawdown.  2017.  Paul Hawken, ed.
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thank you 

Susan Ask

ask@animaliaproject.org

http://animaliaproject.org

how much change 
depends on us
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